STRATEGIC OPTIONS STUDY Group (SOS)
A futuristic Think Tank . . .
Quis custodiet ipsos custodes?
- Juvenil, 18th century

Offering the local functional autonomy model of an emerging newer world order, as an alternative
to the existing monopolized global system--NWO--now in power and in vogue by the Western
Alliance, where dominance and integration under forced globalization cause dissent and inequity
among nations, peoples, races, religions and creeds, usurping qualified manpower and scarce
resources, used for its own greedy means and ends in outdated SOP measures.
But, there are options, other solutions to achieving a more equitable and qualitative survival of
man, if we can only look the gift horse in the mouth, the social engineers encamped on the
slippery banks of the five Gothic rivers in the West – Hudson, Potomac, Themes, Seine and
Rhine – intent on changing society at large in their own image.
Nevertheless, the more progressive elements of society have found both space and need for new
thinking and serious revamping of global markets, realignment of political and military strategies,
because of “use and abuse” of political power and high-tech by those who still have their ways
and means to enforce their own norms and values upon the rest of society. The correction
emanating from social pressures down below, requiring simpler, cheaper, and more equitable
micro-global systems, with a different approach to socioeconomic prosperity is ready to draw the
very battle lines of civilization survival, deserved by the unique hominid race of man.
The desire and intent to right the wrongs of the past, springs to fore in this academic organism of
vertical intellectual mobility, in an attempt to change the moribund direction of current events and
set the age-old quest of man’s desire for peace, tranquility and prosperity in a more equitable
setting, with a more effective implementation of learning, knowledge and experience gained in
almost every field of human endeavor, to be directly applied to local trends, regional economies,
cultural rhythm, racial and religious tolerance and local functional autonomy in general. Therefore,
the emergence of this raison d’etre entity, finally germinating to fruition, after years of thought and
planning, ready to better the lot of modern man, and to improve the overall Human Condition.
The age-old domination and control of resources and means of production, standardization of
weights and measures, monopoly in banking, manipulation of commodities and stock markets,
control of land, sea and air routes of trade and commerce, and in the selective distribution of
goods by ‘usurpive’ elites and their state organisms, such as the Gothic breed in charge
nowadays. The disruptive atavism is fostering an inequitable environment, behaviorally writing the
formula for perennial historical wars of carnage, conquest and social conflict: be it the Greek war
of revenge against Darius III (Alexander), the Roman Empire surgeries (Caesar), conquering
abominations of the Arabs and Ottomans (Jihad), the carnage of the Crusades (Normans), the
One Hundred Years War for control and dominance between the warring Gothic princedoms of
feudal Medieval Europe or, Germanic world wars of conquest and destruction in modern times
(from Napoleon to Hitler), including the ongoing global War on Terrorism. These are only samples
of continuing widespread generational conflict & resolution, and dominance techniques enforced
over worldly meridians, conducted in and for this elite’s selfish interests, which must be dislodged
and banned from the contemporary affairs of man!
There are always options to be sought and favorable conditions to be created for prosperity,
progress and qualitative continuity in daily life, where experts and hardcore professionals can and
do create workable solutions and better state models, to ease the transfer from the monopolized
and privatized large industrial and state systems, re-channeling global marketing mechanisms
into positions of local opportunities, up-grading organizational and professional capabilities in the
galloping new realities, and high-tech responsibilities. Thereby opting to form more stable and
equitable global commodity chains, sharing in the profit and distribution of resources and capital,
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entrenching ‘other’ transmission belts of power, away from the dominant models already
crumbling under the very weight of their own contradictions, privatized norms and values, the
inherent imbalance created by greed, clustering, and dissipation of strategic resources. Therefrom, the new direction sought and applicable concepts drafted to counteract the current pathos
of monopoly and conflict, forecasting and seeking better, more lasting perceptions of reality for
society at large.
Visibly, these major economic systems, created by such greed and dominance, are decaying
before our very own eyes, be they states, large or small, multinationals, corporate structures,
public utilities, and private businesses; the entire network affected by closed-in interests, greed,
larceny, false profit and loss statements. Of course, we don’t see it, we’re not supposed to, by
design, the fraud, and false propaganda emanating from the arsenal of the powers that be.
A small group of international experts (men of wisdom, culture, race, creed, personal integrity,
and vertical intellectual capabilities, among us Nobel Prize laureates) have closed ranks to form a
unique—albeit low profiled—nucleus of study and research: ready to reverse the hereto “braindrain,” all-too-cleverly purchased and monopolized by the totalitarian belligerents, building the
likes of the bellicose and aggressive model - Fortress Americana, the newest Pax Romana - on
the shores of the Hudson and Potomac rivers, supported by its brethren on the slippery banks of
Themes, Seine and Rhine continental waterways, comprising the Five Gothic Rivers in the West,
i.e. the Germanic origin worldwide dominance cavalcade. To the contrary, those estranged minds
and prodigal sons—or their progeny in any case—will return home and reverse the ongoing
homogenizing process, illuminating and assisting governments, commerce and industry, the
private and public sector, diplomacy and military, religious and social groups in their own, many
too many beleaguered and exploited lands. While SOS shall be here on the continent, on the
deserving ancient shores of the Adriatic Sea, in its acacia trees enclaves (not the Bohemian
Club’s redwoods grove north of San Francisco that launched the Reagan Age abomination),
armed to attract and assist the futuristic effort. We are eager to soften the landing and transfer
from the centralized to the more localized organisms: knowledge, capital, and property by writing
unique feasibility studies, long- and short-range forecasts, profit and loss statements, marketing
programs, business plans, and investment port-folios. Likewise, in due course, streamlining the
procurement and sale of secreted, classified and monopolized commercial and industrial hightech software systems, as the military hardware is accessed, decontaminated and melted down
into “plow shares,” while protecting and guaranteeing continuity of the more enterprising knowhow in a quickly changing social, economic and ecology-conscious world environment.
*

*

*

Montenegro, an ecological state in the south of Europe (though smack in the center of the classycal Greco-Roman cultural and imperial Mediterranean Orbis), provides the most unique environmint for such ‘vertical’ reach and research, be it the mild weather, the democratic political climate
or, indeed, the millennial tradition of Montenegrin independence, where history and ill-whims of
conquerors, testing its will and integrity, have failed to compromise the unique Slavic tradition of
pacifism, intellectuality and epic perseverance…Moreover, viable nation-states the size of Montenegro (13,800 sq. km., population 600,000), or demographically humongous though racially
homogeneous China, with millennial statehood track-records can hardly allow two-century old
civilization ‘streakers’ to eclipse their own nation-state imperatives, or let their well-earned
sovereignty slip to fraternal or external interests, falling pray to globalization overtures and similar
“dominance” posturing offensives, though the continental type economic or social benefit, even
mutual security unions, for the time being, should be welcomed. Angelus terrarium: Montenegro
is the place to be! [Montenegro regained its rightful independence on May 21, 2006, after 88
years of Serbian or Yugoslav domination, while the nation-state dates back to the 3rd century AD.]
*

*

*

Comprised of individuals from more than a dozen leading world universities, and other profiled
institutions of thought and learning, drawing on a pool of 150 think tanks and outstanding experts:
academics, politicians, corporate heads, technologists, scientists, and other ‘selected’ professsignals, the Think Tank team is ready to tackle almost any problem, resolve any situation, in any
locale, ranging from local infrastructure to matters of state and industry, every engagement
remaining strictly proprietary and confidential.
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The budding organization is funded by academic, private and government subsidies, plus income
earned from contracted studies. With our worldwide pool of professionals, academic friends, and
associates, we can conduct almost any study, tackle any organizational, political or marketing
problem; direct acquisition and sale of industrial, real estate, and private property and effect
procurement of high-tech systems, thereby guiding clients to a more survivable and competitive
positions in an ever-changing and more unstable global economy.
Historically, centralized global systems have never survived. Not a single multi-national state has
outlived itself or “survived the ages,” including the longest posturing Roman Empire, the GrecoRoman civilization, though it lasted ‘painfully’ for more or less 2,800 years. Therefore, the ongoing
superpower designs on installing globalization by force, intimidation or blackmail are already
faltering Vis a Vis the imposed War on Terror and similar gymnastics of dominance and control of
global meridians. Visibly the Anglo-Saxon system is ripping at the seams as Islam and similar
dissent marches on… Succinctly, any ruling elite deserves to be censured, when it holds its own
society in constant turmoil at home, by penalization, regimentation and mobilization measures,
while keeping the international community at large as hostage of its air, naval and ground forces,
bombing its own currency into position of power on the financial markets! This New World Order
concept (NWO), forced upon us, is hardly the model to copy and treasure around the world.
Consequently, strategic options must be sought to correct the obvious use and abuse of power,
greed and aggrandizement, as the American philosopher, George Santayana, said it profoundly:
“Absolute power corrupts absolutely.” With political power now almost totally monopolized,
demonstrating a relatively horizontal perception of reality, America is unqualified to be awarded
the global leadership role. Wherefrom, the rise of an alternate laissez-faire global system of local
functional autonomy configuration, a newer “global village world order,” now slowly but surely
germinating around the world, as a new commonwealth of free nations.
However, let’s not be roped into the same ‘illiterate’ and “totalitarian” linguistic cavalcade and call it so –
Order – or cliché it yet, assigning to it the abominable Gothic acronyms as "GVWO" (Global Village World
Order), such as "NWO" (the Anglo-Saxon model), UN (monopolized), and the like. Such abbreviations,
infrastructure, and elitist SOPs have cost civilization aplenty for millennia, though a mutually appointed
Council of Elders, men of wisdom and morality (the old ancients of esteem, with bald heads, gray hair, and
selfless values) of a galloping new reality and shiny Cosmic Future, surely ought to supervise the process.

Whenever personal gain and secret options hide behind race, creed, religion, ideology, ciphered
bank accounts, establishments and nation-state borders—where Homeland Security (a recent
euphemism for the old ‘sacred cow’ of National Security, recklessly trespassing global meridians
and transgressing the natural rights of man) is guaranteed by the armed forces, iron fences of
gulf & country clubs and private estates—one loses the guaranteed intrinsic rights of the new
commonwealth of nations, i.e. Human Rights, as an independent, free-wheeling member of the
race of man, indeed, we as responsible individuals, with innate, built-in cosmic rights invested in
the General Will of the hominid. Therefore, the need for a vertical forecasting entity to lay the
basic groundwork for an easier transition to the next stage of social development!
It is towards this reality we must direct our attention, and set our goals, be it individuals, groups of
citizens, state organisms, corporate or local industrial and commercial enterprises, cultural, social
or religious bodies, irrespective of their origin, geopolitical alignment or location… To soften the
landing, SOS emerges as a consulting, research and development agency (reserving at least one
‘gothic’ acronym for itself, as a clarion of distress and a warning to future generations).
Those who do not have the patience, wisdom, and ability to perceive the new realities shall lose power and
right to survival.
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